The connection between Troy Maxson’s wrestling match with Death in August Wilson’s *Fences* and the biblical story of Jacob wrestling a mysterious divine opponent in Genesis 32:22-32 has gone largely unnoticed by interpreters. The present article addresses this lacuna by examining the function of the wrestling match in each story as a way of comparing the characters of Troy and Jacob. Firstly, I will explore how the wrestling match represents for each character the culmination of past struggles and estrangement, and secondly, I will consider the diverse effects of the match for Troy and Jacob. Finally, I will argue that the advantage of this comparative study lies in the way the biblical story of Jacob brings to light aspects of *Fences* that may be underappreciated, or missed altogether, when the play is interpreted on its own. By showing how Wilson’s play engages Scripture, this study also has implications for African American biblical hermeneutics, which affirms that the use of the Bible in art and literature is often a guide for producing biblical interpretations that are meaningful for African Americans.

In an essay on African American biblical hermeneutics, Randall Bailey defines cultural–historical interpretation as ‘the assessment and review of biblical interpretation in the history of the black community as well as looking at cultural interpretation in terms of contemporary black cultural constructs’, and he goes on to identify this approach as the most promising type of research being undertaken by African American biblical scholars. While other research trajectories attempt to recover the African presence in the biblical text, and still others seek to expose the racist tendencies of certain interpretative traditions, the cultural–historical approach is a type of reader–response criticism that interprets the Bible through the lens of African American experiences and in this way generates new categories for reading the biblical text. By ‘tap[ping] into the collective cultural wisdom across the generations as evidenced in the
selection and engagement of certain [biblical] texts’, such research produces interpretations that are meaningful for African American communities, and it also pushes back against the prevailing paradigms of biblical scholarship that too often exclude the perspective of these communities.3 Because expressions of this ‘collective cultural wisdom’ are numerous and diverse—they include songs, sermons, novels, poetry, visual arts, etc.—studies which explore the use of biblical themes and motifs in African American art and literature have been just as numerous and diverse.4 Amid this diversity, however, is the shared commitment to understand how African Americans have read the Bible in order to develop new readings that will be meaningful to new generations.

The following article offers a cultural–historical interpretation of the patriarch Jacob, a biblical figure in whose struggles and peregrinations African Americans recognised their own dislocation and sorrow as well as hope and blessing. These themes are prominent, for example, in the slave spirituals ‘Climbing Jacob’s Ladder’, which ‘juxtapos[es] the sorrow of death to the promise of the ladder and Jesus’,5 and ‘Wrestlin’ Jacob’ (or ‘Wrestle On, Jacob’), which commemorates Jacob’s wrestling the ‘angel’ in Genesis 32.6 The impact of the latter spiritual was profound, as African slaves found in wrestling Jacob their own story of struggle and displacement, which began with the Middle Passage and continued in the forced slavery of the American South,7 but my own interest in the image has less to do with the spiritual than with its later appropriation by the playwright August Wilson, whose plays often touch on another relocation in African American history, namely, the Great Migration during the 20th century from the rural South to the urban North.8 In particular, his play Fences evokes the story of Jacob’s wrestling match to explore the issues of familial estrangement and forced separation.

Fences is set in Pittsburgh around 1957 and is the sixth instalment in Wilson’s ‘decade cycle’ of 10 plays that chronicle the experiences of African Americans in the USA in the 20th century. Premiering in 1985 (and therefore the third play in the cycle to be written and performed), the play depicts the attempts of Troy Maxson to surmount the fences (real and metaphorical) that enclose him at work and at home, while also showing the destructive effect of his efforts on those around him, especially his family. One of the play’s most striking features are the three soliloquies that Troy addresses to Death personified. The first of these monologues is part of Troy’s report of the wrestling match between himself and Death years earlier, a contest, which ended in a stalemate but with the expectation that a rematch was inevitable. The other two addresses come in the play’s penultimate scenes in which Troy angrily challenges Death to this rematch, even raising his baseball bat in a combative stance. Then, in the final scene of the play, which takes place at Troy’s funeral, we learn from his wife Rose that he died swinging the baseball bat and with a
The connection between Troy’s wrestling match with Death and the biblical story of Jacob wrestling a mysterious divine opponent in Genesis 32:22-32 has not gone unnoticed by readers of *Fences*. Indeed Wilson himself discussed the biblical story in an interview shortly after he wrote the play. However, no readers, to my knowledge, have fully explored the implications of this biblical allusion. Such is the goal of the present article, which will examine the function of the wrestling match in each story as a way of comparing the characters of Troy and Jacob. Using a comparative methodology that stresses thematic similarities between *Fences* and the Jacob story, I will first explore how the wrestling match represents for each character the culmination of past struggles and estrangement. Secondly, because the goal of this comparative study is not simply to identify analogous features of the stories but to highlight their differences, I will consider the diverse effects of the match for Troy and Jacob. Indeed for all the initial similarities between the two characters, their wrestling matches have radically different outcomes and consequences for each. Finally, I will argue that the advantage of this comparative study lies in the way the biblical story of Jacob brings to light aspects of *Fences* that may be underappreciated, or missed altogether, when the play is interpreted on its own. By putting these two works in conversation, I will show not just their similarities and differences but will demonstrate in each of the following sections how the biblical story opens up new ways of interpreting *Fences*. Indeed the ultimate goal of this cultural–historical interpretation is to show how August Wilson has creatively rewritten Scripture and to probe the added depth this biblical layer gives to his depiction of African American lives in the wake of the Great Migration.

I. Estrangement and Flight

The similarities between the wrestling matches of Troy and Jacob begin in the events that lead up to their respective contests. That both characters are alienated from family and friends is apparent from even a casual reading of *Fences* and the Book of Genesis, but a closer comparison reveals that this commonality extends beyond superficial similarities. First, both Troy and Jacob find themselves in physical danger at home and must flee. Each sets out alone on a journey that will test and transform him and which will eventually lead each to his wrestling match with a supernatural adversary. For Troy this journey begins in 1918, when at the age of 14 he runs away from home, and it ends in a northern city, as it did for millions of descendants of enslaved Africans during the Great Migration. The danger that occasions Troy’s flight is his own father, who ‘cared nothing about no kids. A kid to him...
wasn’t nothing’. His father’s selfishness is exemplified by his jealous rage when he discovers Troy fooling around with a young woman he himself desired. His father beats him, and as soon as Troy regains consciousness, he leaves home for good, but this fight with his father has a lasting effect on Troy and foreshadows his own contest with Death. His first years on his own are filled with petty crimes and eventually a homicide for which he serves 15 years in prison, where he finds several positive influences. There he discovers baseball and meets his lifelong friend Jim Bono, both of which become stabilizing forces in his life, and soon after his release he meets and marries Rose whom he assures that he has ‘gotten all of that foolishness out of my system’. The key, it seems, to this transformation is relationality. In his first years on his own, Troy is driven by self-interest and individualism; he is accountable to no one and seems to relish his isolation. Baseball, Bono, and Rose offer Troy an alternative to this isolation, and for a while they are for him a source of support, stability, and accountability. But ultimately none is able to keep Troy grounded, for in the end Troy is alienated from everyone and everything in his life—baseball, family, Bono, his mistress Alberta, even his regular co-workers—and he returns to the isolation that defined his early adulthood and which will be epitomized by his one-on-one wrestling match with Death.

Like Troy, Jacob also flees his home under duress, experiences profound isolation that gradually gives way to relationship, but is alone again at the time of his wrestling match. Jacob’s flight is occasioned by the threat of violence rather than an actual assault. The threat comes from his older brother Esau, who plans to kill Jacob over the birthright and blessing he has usurped (Genesis 25:27–34; 27:1–45; see discussion below). This threat is relayed to Jacob by his mother Rebekah, who counsels him to flee to her brother Laban in Haran and stay there until Esau’s fury subsides.

Thus familial strife forces Jacob to flee his home and make a life for himself abroad. Like Troy, Jacob begins his journey totally alone but gradually forms relationships that mitigate his isolation. This process begins upon his arrival in Haran, where he weeps when he first meets his future wife Rachel, and he is soon after received by his uncle Laban as ‘truly my flesh and bone’ (Genesis 29:11–14), an appraisal that echoes Adam’s reaction to Eve (Genesis 2:23). As Terence Fretheim has written, ‘the wordless and emotional recognition scene of kissing and weeping with Rachel (v. 11–12), and the warm welcome and acknowledgement of kinship by Laban (vv. 13–14) depict familial harmony’. For Jacob these two scenes mark an important shift away from his life as a solitary traveller to a life of familial relationships and obligations.

Yet, however restorative these relationships may be for Jacob, they never fully mitigate the estrangement that led to his flight in the first place. For just as Troy’s struggle with his father became a template for his later life, so also the spectre of Jacob’s conflict with Esau looms over his time in Haran, and the
harmony he first experienced with Rachel and Laban soon turns to discord. The familial strife that Jacob fled in Canaan is especially manifest in his dealing with Laban. The intimate kinship Laban first professed gives way to deception, which strongly echoes (in reverse) Jacob’s dealings with his brother Esau: whereas in Canaan it was the younger Jacob who deceived his father and cheats his older brother, in Haran Jacob’s uncle Laban tricks him into marrying Leah instead of Rachel (Genesis 29:21–30) and tries to cheat Jacob out of his wages (Genesis 30:35–36). The correspondence of these episodes is especially clear in Laban’s explanation for why he tricked Jacob into marrying the older Leah instead of Rachel; his remark that ‘it is not the practice in our place to marry off the younger before the older’ (Genesis 29:26) is a rich allusion to Jacob’s own treatment of his older brother.

The parallels between Jacob’s life in Haran and in Canaan show the power that past events exert on Jacob’s present reality and foreshadow a future that will inevitably involve his return to Canaan where he will have to face his brother Esau and confront the effects of their past dealings. When Jacob does finally journey home, he does so with his wives and property, but as they near Canaan, he sends everyone and everything ahead across the Jabbok, so that ‘Jacob was left alone’ (Genesis 32:25a). In this way his return to Canaan is also a return to the solitude that characterized his flight years earlier, and it is in this state of isolation that he encounters his supernatural adversary in the very same verse that reports his solitude (Genesis 32:25).

Thus the journey motif figures prominently in the stories of both Jacob and Troy. Both characters set out alone and gradually form relationships that have a stabilizing effect in their lives, but for both characters a former conflict casts a long shadow over their journey and ultimately drives them to a renewed solitude. In addition to these similarities, we can also note that the itinerancy of both Jacob and Troy is a theme that resonates with the slave spiritual ‘Wrestlin’ Jacob’. Although there are several variants of the song, in each version the threat of isolation looms ominously, as the singer resolves to hold tightly the hand of his sister and brother:

O, I hold my brudder wid a tremblin’ hand;
    I would not let him go!
I hold my sister wid a tremblin’ hand;
    I would not let her go!  

While a full analysis of this song is beyond the scope of this article, its attention to the difficulties of the African diaspora allows us to locate Fences within the larger African American tradition on the biblical Jacob. In his displacement and alienation African slaves recognised their own exile, and this association with Jacob can be seen more than a century later in Wilson’s depiction of the
Great Migration. Our comparison of Troy in *Fences* to Jacob allows us to appreciate in a new way how Wilson’s depiction of the Great Migration is connected to a larger artistic tradition that has used Jacob to reflect on the physical and spiritual dislocation of African Americans.

II. FRATERNITY AND DECEPTION

Before turning to the wrestling matches themselves, we must explore another important similarity between Troy and Jacob, namely the contentious relationship each has with his brother. We have already noted that in the Book of Genesis Jacob’s conflict with his brother Esau forced him into exile, but there is another aspect of their relationship that resonates deeply with Troy’s relationship to his older brother Gabe: both Jacob and Troy take advantage of their brothers for their own financial gain, and in both cases this exploitation contributes significantly to the dissolution of each character’s family.

In the biblical narrative, strife defines Esau and Jacob’s relationship even before they are born (Genesis 25:23) but finds its fullest expression in the way the younger Jacob displaces Esau as the favoured and blessed son. This displacement begins with Esau’s crude request for some stew, to which Jacob replies with self-interested calculation: ‘First sell me your birthright (bêkôrâ)’ (Genesis 25:30–31).22 Besides laying the groundwork for future enmity between the brothers, this exchange demonstrates their profoundly different dispositions: on the one hand is Esau, whose rashness impairs his judgment, and on the other there is Jacob, who shrewdly sees an opportunity in his brother’s impairment. Through this advantage Jacob succeeds in gaining Esau’s birthright, which would have included a double portion of their father’s estate (cf. Deuteronomy 21:17).

This contrast persists in a subsequent scene that recounts how Jacob went on to usurp the blessing (bêraḵâ) that their father intended for Esau (Genesis 27:1–45).23 Unlike the previous episode, in which Jacob obtained Esau’s birthright indecorously but not dishonestly, here Jacob gains the blessing from Isaac through outright deception. In another key difference, we find that it is Rebekah’s craftiness, not Jacob’s, that facilitates the usurpation. She is the one who instructs Jacob to disguise himself as Esau, so that he can receive the blessing which includes the promise: ‘May peoples serve you (yaʿabduḵā), may nations bow down (wēyisṭahāwūd) to you, may you be your brothers’ master, may the sons of your mother bow down (wēyisṭahāwūd) to you’ (Genesis 27:29). When the deception is discovered, Esau weeps bitterly and begs his father for a blessing of his own, but Isaac has only one blessing to give, though he does offer his older son a quasi-blessing, which includes the telling line: ‘you will serve (taʿābdū) your brother’ (Genesis 27:40). Thus Jacob and Esau’s relationship, at least in these first chapters of their story, is defined by
Esau’s subordination and by Jacob’s exploitation of his brother. Through guile Jacob dispossessed his brother of his blessing, just as he had his birthright, and their fraternal bond, if there ever was one, has become more like a fraternal bondage.

When we look at the relationship between Troy and his brother Gabe, we notice a similar strain in their fraternity. Just as the tension in Jacob and Esau’s relationship centred on the younger’s unscrupulous dispossession of the elder’s entitlements, so also we find that a central tension in Fences is Troy’s expropriation of Gabe’s government stipends and his frustration over Gabe’s attempts to live independently. Gabe was injured in World War II, lives with a metal plate in his head, and is mentally disabled. As compensation for his injury, he received $3,000 dollars from the government, which Troy used to purchase a house for his family, including Gabe. At first, this use of the money seems prudent, as Rose herself insists when she tells Troy that ‘Gabe wasn’t in no condition to manage that money’.24 (Interestingly, some early Jewish exegetes thought the same about Esau and argued that Jacob’s usurpation of the blessing was justified because he was more deserving.25)

However, Troy’s exploitation of Gabe does not stop with the $3,000 dollars. Just as Jacob’s more innocuous expropriation of Esau’s birthright set the stage for his underhanded usurpation of his brother’s blessing, so also Troy’s use of Gabe’s initial government payout leads to his more sinister usurpation of his brother’s monthly stipend. Also like Jacob’s arrogation of the blessing, Troy’s receipt of the stipend involves the deception of family members and, in a way, the audience itself. For we learn only gradually the circumstances that have led to Troy’s treachery. The first hint of trouble is the news that Gabe has moved out of Troy’s house and begun renting his own apartment. It is a source of tension between the brothers, as Gabe himself recognizes when he declares, ‘Troy’s mad at me’, each of the three times he encounters his brother.26 In the first two of these meetings Troy reassures Gabe that he is not mad. But in their final encounter, which comes after Troy has had to pay Gabe’s $50-dollar fine for disturbing the peace, Troy pointedly mentions that this is the sixth or seventh time he has paid the fine.27 The remark indicates Troy’s growing ambivalence toward his brother, whose independence has become costly and burdensome.

This liability finally drives Troy to commit Gabe to the hospital and take for himself half of Gabe’s monthly check. Significantly, all these changes take place off-stage, away from the eyes of the audience but also behind the backs of other characters. Rose only learns the news from Gabe’s former landlady, and when Rose confronts Troy, he dissembles, denying any part in, or even knowledge of, his brother’s institutionalisation. Even when she says that she has seen for herself where Troy signed the papers that committed Gabe to the hospital, he flatly denies doing so and calls the landlady a liar.
Troy’s cover-up and lies are not a deception on the order of Jacob’s subterfuge but they are just as destructive to his familial relationships. Rose, who had initially defended Troy’s use of Gabe’s money, now indicts him, and later she likens Troy’s exploitation of Gabe to his unfair treatment of Cory, whose path to success Troy has jealously obstructed. Later in the final confrontation between Cory and Troy, Cory too cites his father’s mistreatment of Gabe as the reason why Troy no longer has a place in their family.

Thus Jacob and Troy’s fraternal relationships are instructive for the glimpses they provide into their character and motivations. Each acts out of his own self-interest, even when it means exploiting his brother or deceiving other family members who may stand in the way of his machinations. Such self-centeredness is consistent with the isolation that seems to follow Jacob and Troy and which produces a cycle of estrangement: the more selfishly they act, the more isolated they become, and the more isolated they are, the more they look out for their own interest. At the same time, these similar trajectories highlight the moral ambiguity of Troy’s behaviour, an aspect of his character that is easy to overlook. Sometimes interpreters broadly characterise his relationship with Gabe as one of exploitation, but that perspective is only clear at the end of the play. By comparing Troy’s treatment of Gabe to Jacob’s of Esau we can trace more clearly his gradual abasement. For just as Jacob’s initial interactions with Esau are somewhat defensible but later devolve into deception, so Troy’s treatment of Gabe first seems well-intentioned before giving way to exploitation. The comparison helps to underscore the shift that takes place in Troy’s character over the course of the play.

III. ‘YOU HAVE STRIVEN WITH BEINGS HUMAN AND DIVINE’

(Genesis 32:29 [28])

These points of comparison between Troy and Jacob—the journey motif, their recurring isolation, their fraternal strife—all prepare us for their most striking similarity, namely, the wrestling match against a supernatural opponent. For both men the wrestling epitomises the struggles that have attended their respective journeys, and their opponents seem to embody the adversity they have faced.

As mentioned above, Jacob’s wrestling match begins after he has sent his family and possessions across the Jabbok (yābbōq):

Jacob was left alone. A man (‘îš) wrestled (wayye’ābe’q) with him until the break of dawn. He saw that he had not prevailed over him [Jacob], he [the man] struck his hip socket, and Jacob’s (ya’aqōb) hip socket was injured as he wrestled (bēhe’ābēq) with him. He [the man] said, “Let me go, for dawn is breaking”, and he [Jacob] said, “I will not let you go unless you bless me.” He [the man] said to him [Jacob],
“What is your name?” and he said, “Jacob.” He [the man] said, “No longer will your name be Jacob but instead Israel, for you have striven with beings human and divine (‘im-‘elōhīm wē‘im-‘ānāšīm) and have prevailed.” Then Jacob asked, “Tell me your name”, but he [the man] said, “Why do you ask my name?” and he blessed him there. Jacob named the place Peniel: “I have seen God (‘elōhīm) face to face and my life has been preserved” (Genesis 32:25–31).

Perhaps the most striking feature of this episode is the mystery around the identity of Jacob’s opponent. Besides the opponent’s own refusal to identify himself (v. 30), the narrative contributes to this mystery by first calling him a ‘man’ in v. 25, but later this ‘man’ tells Jacob that he has striven with beings ‘humans and divine’ (v. 29). Jacob takes this statement as evidence that his opponent was indeed divine (v. 31). This confusion is further clouded by the lack of independent subjects in the account of the wrestling; almost every subject is an unspecified masculine singular. (The opacity of the biblical text is reflected in the need to include bracketed subjects in the above translation.) Appropriately enough for a description of wrestling, this stylistic feature makes it difficult for the reader to identify who is doing what, and the mystery surrounding Jacob’s opponent makes him an unusually versatile figure, one who is able to embody at once several elements from Jacob’s past.

Jewish tradition has identified the opponent as the patron angel of Esau,31 and there is much in the biblical text to commend this interpretation. The struggle between Jacob and his supernatural opponent recalls the struggle between Jacob and Esau that began in the womb (Genesis 25:22) and continued through birth, when Jacob emerged clutching Esau’s heel (Genesis 25:26). This grip on Esau’s heel (Heb. ‘āqēb), which is the folk etymology of Jacob’s name (Heb. ya‘āqōb), is echoed in the verb for wrestling (‘bq) and in the Jabbok (yabboq) River that is the site of the wrestling. These echoes suggest that the wrestling match is somehow connected to Jacob’s struggle with his brother, but the strongest evidence for this connection comes after the match itself, when Jacob finally meets Esau again. As he urges Esau to accept his gifts of greeting, Jacob tells him that ‘seeing your face is like seeing the face of God’ (Genesis 33:10). The similarity between this statement and Jacob’s post-wrestling wonder over having seen God ‘face to face’ suggests a close alignment between the two encounters, as if the wrestling match at Jabbok was a surrogate for the confrontation with Esau that Jacob was dreading. Indeed Jacob’s realization in Genesis 32:31 that his life has been ‘preserved’ (wattinmaēl) seems to be the answer to the prayer he made to Yahweh just a few verses earlier: ‘Save me (ḥassilēm) from the hand of my brother’ (Genesis 32:12).

However, Jacob’s conflict with Esau is not the only one represented in his wrestling match. Within the account of the wrestling match there are also distinct echoes of Jacob’s quarrels with Laban. For example, the nighttime
setting and the obscured identity of the opponent recall the cover of night that enabled Laban to trick Jacob into marrying Leah whom he mistook for Rachel (Genesis 29:21–26). Also noteworthy is the supernatural opponent’s command to Jacob ‘Let me go’ (šallêhêni) and Jacob’s request for a blessing (Genesis 32:27). The exchange is a reversal of the conversation between Jacob and Laban two chapters earlier in which Jacob says to Laban ‘Let me go’ (šallêhêni), but Laban wants to prolong the blessing that Jacob has brought to his house (Genesis 30:25, 27). Finally, we can note that Jacob’s preservation in Genesis 32:31 (wattinnâqêl), besides alluding to his prayer for deliverance from Esau, may also echo the wealth that God has ‘delivered’ (wayyasêl) to Jacob at Laban’s expense (Genesis 31:9, 16).

Ultimately, Jacob’s wrestling match with a supernatural opponent cannot be linked with just one particular struggle but seems to epitomize the swarm of conflicts from his past:

The image of wrestling has been implicit throughout the Jacob story: in his grabbing Esau’s heel as he emerges from the womb, in his striving with Esau for birthright and blessing, in his rolling away the huge stone from the mouth of the well, and in his multiple contentings with Laban. Now, in this culminating moment of his life story, the characterizing image of wrestling is made explicit and literal.32

The question for Jacob (and for Troy) will be to what extent this trend will continue after their wrestling matches.

Before exploring this question, however, we must look at how Troy’s wrestling match likewise encapsulates the adversities he faced in the years leading up to it, most especially racism and his unfair treatment in professional baseball. The occasion for his first encounter with Death was a case of pneumonia that landed him in the hospital for three days. Troy’s description of the match is replete with images drawn from his baseball career; for him, ‘Death ain’t nothing but a fastball on the outside corner’.33 Such imagery connects the wrestling match with the profound resentment Troy feels over his stunted career in baseball,34 so that the fight against Death becomes his chance to make up for defeat he suffered in professional sports. The correspondence between his struggle against Death and his refusal to accept his failed baseball career culminates in our final view of Troy in his batting stance, taunting Death to come for him.35 The prevalence of baseball imagery to describe Troy’s wrestling match against Death shows that the match is more than a fight against pneumonia; it also represents Troy’s effort to overcome the unjust treatment he claims to have received in professional sports.36

Another past (and present) adversity that is embedded within Troy’s account of his wrestling match against Death is racism. According to his
description, Death wears ‘a white robe with a hood on it’, which is an un-
mistakable reference to the Ku Klux Klan. Examples of racism are prevalent
in Troy’s life, and its spectre looms over the entire play. Its effects are most
apparent in Troy’s professional life, first as a baseball player (‘The colored guy
got to be twice as good before he get on the team’) and later as a garbage
collector (‘How come you got all the whites driving and the colored
lifting’). By depicting Death as a Klansman, Troy explicitly links his wres-
tling match to his struggles against racial injustice and also makes the match the
culmination of those struggles. Just as the white robe and hood are preeminent
symbols of all racial oppression and violence, so also white-robed Death rep-
resents for Troy all the instances of racial oppression that he personally has
faced.

Finally, we must note that Troy’s account of his wrestling match with
Death bears a striking resemblance to his description of his fight with his
father years earlier, though the latter is recounted in a subsequent scene. In
both cases, Troy is taken by surprise, and though overmatched, he nonetheless
fights back and manages to dispossess his opponents of their weapons—Death
of his sickle and his father of the leather reins. Each fight concludes with
Troy’s escape to safety. These similarities between the fights with Death
and his father suggest that the former is in some way a continuation of the
latter, and as we shall see, the pattern will play out again in Troy’s skirmishes
with his son Cory.

While some interpreters have regarded Troy’s encounters with Death as a
symbol of Troy’s masculinity and an example of his fortitude, the preceding
comparison of Troy’s wrestling with Death and Jacob’s wrestling match in
Genesis allows us to recognize the way that the wrestling draws together
various aspects of the play. The language and imagery of Troy’s wrestling
match, like Jacob’s, evoke various struggles he has encountered in life and
suggest that the match is not an isolated incident but the culmination of these
past struggles. Both characters face a supernatural opponent, but in neither
case is the opponent definitively described. Such vagueness gives the ‘man’ in
Genesis 32 and Death in Fences a multivalence and versatility which enable
them to embody a variety of past adversaries. Recognising how the wres-
tling matches encapsulate Jacob and Troy’s past conflicts, we can now consider
to what extent the matches lead to the resolution of these conflicts.

IV. THE AFTERMATH OF THE WRESTLING

So far this study has focused on how closely the stories Jacob and Troy parallel
each other, most especially in the wrestling matches that represent the
culmination of past conflicts. At the very least, such similarities invite us to
read Fences with new eyes, using the biblical story to shed light on certain
aspects of the play that might otherwise be overlooked. The parallels also suggest that, in his depiction of Troy, Wilson may have been influenced by the Jacob story, which he himself cited in an interview. Edifying though these similarities may be, comparisons between two works that are separated, as the Bible and *Fences* are, by great distance in time and space are most illuminating when such similarities expose all the more starkly key differences. Often the contrasts bring to light new complexities and tensions that may be missed when each is read and interpreted in isolation. Such new understandings of Jacob and Troy are especially possible, I think, when we examine the different effects of each character’s wrestling match. For Jacob it represents a turning point that leads him to reconcile fractured familial relationships, but for Troy the match prefigures more combative behaviour toward family and friends.

One way to examine the different effect of the wrestling match on these two characters is to consider the verbs that are used to describe their post-match interactions. Almost immediately after Jacob’s divine opponent leaves, Jacob sees Esau approaching, and when they meet, Jacob bows low (*wayyisṭahū*) seven times in deference to his brother, and Jacob’s wives and children repeat this homage (Genesis 33:3, 6–7). This gesture effectively reverses the blessing that Jacob had received dishonestly and which was at the root of his estrangement from Esau. That blessing included the following assurance: ‘May nations bow down (*uḇyišṭahāwū*) to you...may the sons of your mother bow down (*uḇyišṭahāwū*) to you’ (Genesis 27:29). By bowing down to Esau, Jacob begins to bring balance to their relationship. This process continues as Esau greets his brother with a kiss, and together they weep (*wayyibkū*), a scene that echoes, and perhaps assuages, Esau’s weeping when he learned that Jacob had usurped his blessing (Genesis 27:38). Finally, and most significantly, in Genesis 33:11 Jacob urges Esau to ‘take my blessing’ (*qah-nā’ et-birkātī*), which is exactly the language (in reverse) Esau previously used to describe Jacob’s deceitful actions (Genesis 27:35–36). In all of these examples we find that Jacob’s actions after his wrestling match seem to be efforts to restore his broken relationship with his brother. The description of their rapprochement includes words that had previously indicated their strife; the reuse of these words at the brothers’ reunion signifies Jacob’s attempt to heal past injuries.

When we turn to *Fences* and consider Troy’s post-match tendencies, we find nearly the opposite of Jacob’s trajectory. Rather than moving Troy toward reconciliation with his family members, Troy’s encounter with Death seems to exacerbate his estrangement from them. Although some interpreters have claimed that the wrestling match had a positive effect on Troy, it is telling how combative Troy’s subsequent interactions are with the play’s other characters. This belligerence is most apparent in his physical altercations with Rose and Cory. As Troy and Rose argue about the causes
and effects of his extramarital affair, she tells him: ‘You should have held me tight. You should have grabbed me and held on.’44 Ironically, Troy does exactly this as she tries to leave; he grabs her arm tight enough to hurt her.45 His grip is only broken when Cory comes and knocks him down. This combativeness is characteristic of his other interactions with Cory, whom he shoves several times throughout the play.46 In Troy’s last scene one of these shoves escalates into a ‘fierce and fully engaged’ struggle between father and son, with Troy egging on Cory: ‘You’re gonna have to kill me...You’re gonna have to kill me...Come on! Come on!’47 These are the same taunts that Troy has directed at Death, declaring at one point that ‘[Death’s] gonna have to fight to get me’ and later telling Death to ‘Come on!...Come on!...Come on!’.48 These echoes demonstrate that, instead of moving beyond his wrestling match with Death, Troy seems intent on reengaging it with members of his family.

Although this belligerent impulse is most evident in his altercations with Rose and Cory, it even pervades Troy’s language of affection. Consider, for example, his descriptions to Rose of their sexual intercourse: ‘I fall down on you and try to blast a hole into forever’,49 and later, ‘Me and you got some business to take care of. I’m gonna tear it up too.’50 Even his affair with Alberta, which represents an escape from his fenced-in domestic life, he describes as another wrestling match: ‘this woman just stuck onto me where I can’t shake her loose. I done wrestled with it, tried to throw her off me...but she just stuck on tighter’.51 In all these examples we see no sign that Troy’s initial wrestling match has mitigated the anger and antagonism that led to the wrestling match in the first place. Rather Troy’s resentment and the number of his adversaries expand, as he waits for his rematch with Death. In the meantime he battles those closest to him; for Troy the wrestling match never seems to end. His first match against Death becomes a template for his relationships with Rose, Alberta, and especially Cory.

Despite these opposite trajectories of Jacob and Troy, the end result for both characters is curiously similar. Namely, the estrangement that has characterized most of their familial relationships worsens almost to the point of total dissolution. This ending is most obvious in _Fences_: in the final scenes of the play we learn that Gabe has been locked up; that Alberta has died in childbirth; that Rose has given up on her marriage to Troy and devotes all her time to the church; that Bono never stops by to visit Troy anymore; and that Troy and Cory are full of hatred for each other. ‘This is a low moment for Troy; he is utterly alone.’52 But this isolation is hardly new for him; rather in his last years Troy resumes the friendless journey that he began at the age of 14 and which in the end will lead him to face Death alone again.

Jacob, for all his efforts at restitution for past wrongs, also resumes his pattern of alienation. In fact, the very deference that led to his partial
reconciliation with Esau becomes, in later chapters, a source of estrangement. When his daughter Dinah is raped in the chapter after that reunion, Jacob silently avoids conflict at the expense of his daughter’s and family’s well-being, and later Jacob passively lets the sibling rivalry between Joseph and his other sons devolve into violence. The brothers’ conflict leaves Jacob alone in Canaan where he resigns himself to solitude (Genesis 43:14; cf. 42:36). Both episodes mark a stunning reversal for Jacob, who had previously shown such ambition and resourcefulness. His post-wrestling match humility may have helped him reconcile with Esau, but in later incidents Jacob confuses deference with passivity in ways that are destructive for his family.

Estrangement does not have the final word, however, and it will be fitting to conclude this study in the same place that both the Jacob story and Fences end: at the deathbeds of Jacob and Troy, where there are hopeful signs for the future. These scenes in no way gloss over the damage that these two fathers have caused in the lives of their children: Jacob through his passivity and Troy through his abusive treatment of his family. However, they do show that the sins of the father will not necessarily be visited upon the children, to borrow Troy’s words. The scene at Jacob’s deathbed at the end of Genesis becomes an opportunity for him to bless his sons and grandsons (Genesis 48–49). Already his sons have reconciled, but their unity is fortified by Jacob’s blessing in Genesis 49, which addresses each son in turn. This benediction does not nullify past transgressions, as we note in the blessings of Reuben, Simeon, and Levi (vv. 3–7), but for the most part, Jacob’s words adumbrate the successes that his sons will enjoy in the days to come.

So also Fences concludes with Troy’s family gathered for his funeral, and although their fragmentation is apparent—Cory is away in the Marines, Lyons has been in jail, Gabe is institutionalised—there are signs of hope. Rose begins the process of reconciliation by trying to explain to Cory his father’s cruelty and by encouraging her son to forgive him. But the true agents of the reconciliation are Raynell, Troy’s daughter by Alberta who is now being raised by Rose, and Gabe. After Rose’s monologue, Cory still refuses to attend Troy’s funeral; only after he speaks with Raynell and together they sing Troy’s song (learned from his own father) about the dog Blue does Cory decide to attend. This acquiescence leads to the final scene of the play in which Gabe performs ‘a slow, strange dance, eerie and life-giving’, which Peter Wolfe has described as ‘an act of forgiveness so supreme that it can only be performed by a madman or a saint... [Gabe] has redeemed Troy’s betrayal of him by squiring his brother into the company of the saints’. For both Troy and Jacob it is only in death that they are able to find rest from the struggles, human and divine, that have defined their lives and relationships since they first set out on their own.
Throughout this study I have shown how similarities between the Jacob story and *Fences* highlight certain features of the play which may otherwise be missed. In this final comparison, it is a mix of similarity and difference that underscores the weight of past transgressions and the impossibility of full reconciliation. Because of the numerous parallels between Jacob and Troy, the former’s post-match attempts to reconcile with his brother Esau puts in high relief the latter’s continued belligerence. Whereas for Jacob the wrestling match represents a turning point, for Troy it becomes a template and a catalyst for continued hostility. And yet despite these divergent outcomes, neither character is able in the end to prevent the fragmentation of family and friends, a dissolution for which they bear significant responsibility. Although the causes and effects of Troy’s destructive behaviour might be apparent without recourse to the biblical story of Jacob, their comparison brings into sharper focus these harmful aspects of Troy’s character.

Furthermore, this essay has demonstrated the profound influence of the Jacob story within African American literature. We may never know whether Wilson drew on the biblical story of Jacob (consciously or not) in his depiction of Troy, but the preceding comparison of Genesis 32 and *Fences* has argued that distinct echoes of the former can be identified in the latter. These echoes suggest that Jacob’s struggles were for Wilson a model of exile and estrangement, which he reinterpreted for his portrayal of the Great Migration. The precedent for this reuse of the Jacob story can already be seen in the slave spiritual ‘Wrestlin’ Jacob’, which also depicts the struggles of (forced) migration.

Of course, this theme is not unique to *Fences*, since several of Wilson’s plays address these struggles, but *Fences* is exceptional within his corpus for its sustained engagement with a biblical figure, especially when one considers the playwright’s ambivalence toward Christianity. Moreover, such engagement (and transformation) is an integral part of African American biblical hermeneutics, which takes for granted that what the Bible means cannot be divorced from what it has meant. The study of how biblical stories, characters, and motifs were rewritten in arts and literature of various eras is not an afterthought of biblical interpretation but provides the very categories, rooted in the experiences of African Americans, that make exegesis possible.
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